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Welcome to ‘Why choose employee 

ownership for your business’

Facilitated by Lasy Lawless
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Why choose employee ownership for your business?

A Case Study from ADP Architecture Ltd
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Where are we?
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What do we do?

Healthcare Higher Education Schools
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What challenges were we facing?

• Approaching our 50th anniversary
• What was the appropriate corporate structure to allow us to grow sustainably for 

the next 50 years?
• Short term objective to grow turnover from £8m to £10-15m (12% p.a.)
• Doubts that LLP structure was the best option
• Concern about succession to the senior leadership roles
• Needed 15-20 individuals to generate turnover and carry out client management 

roles
• Many already in place and on the Associate/Partner boundary
• We needed to retain the majority of these people
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The next generation dilemma – partner qualification criteria

• Preferably needs to be younger than the youngest existing equity holder
• Needs to have access to capital to buy into partnership
• Needs to have an appropriate attitude towards risk

• Many of our existing/potential client managers failed to meet these criteria
• Despite being excellent Client Managers
• Danger that if we promoted some the others would become demotivated
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What led us to employee ownership as the solution?

• At the time we had a Financial Director who having worked in an employee owned 
organisation suggested we consider the option

• Read most of the information available, mainly from the EOA
• Attended the EOA Conference
• Spoke to other employee owned organisations in similar fields to us
• Employee ownership ticked most of the boxes
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What did we see as the advantages?

• Separated ownership from management
• Allowed all Client Managers to be treated equally
• Overcame the Partner qualification dilemma
• Ability to have as many Client Managers as required for growth
• Gave us a much broader choice for the senior management roles in the future
• Tax benefits for sale of business and for bonus payments to staff were a factor
• Allowed us to harness the creativity and ideas of employees to improve practice 

performance
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What about cultural fit?

• We had always placed employees at the centre of what we do 
• They are our only real asset
• We were one of the earliest Investors in People 
• Recently achieved Gold Investors in People
• Had always consulted staff and made great efforts to keep them informed
• We did not feel that we had to change too much to be employee owned
• Perhaps the biggest issue was that we had been too paternalistic in the past and 

didn’t make the most of our employees’ ideas
• On the whole it was evolution rather than revolution
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What was our chosen ownership structure?

• Decided on a hybrid structure with initially 75% of shares owned by an EOT on 
behalf of all employees and 25% by the existing owners

• As each existing owner retires shares are purchased by EOT leading to 100% EOT 
ownership

• Felt that direct ownership was too complicated and tended to lead to imbalanced 
ownership across employees

• 25% ownership by existing owners binds them to the practice and makes sure their 
expertise is not lost

• EOT is a corporate trustee with Directors not individual trustees
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How did we consult staff?

• Three stages of consultation

• Stage 1 – introduced the concept, the reasons for the change and allowed 
employees to ask any questions they want

• Stage 2 – introduced a draft constitution, a draft management and ownership 
structure and employees were encouraged to comment on and contribute to its 
development. Also created an interim Employee Council

• Stage 3 – following consultation, distributed the final plan and the details of the 
financial model, received final comments and adjusted plan
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Structural changes in advance of conversion?

• Aim to move from being an £8m turnover practice to a £10-15m practice

• Complete review of all roles and responsibilities in the practice
• New contracts of employment issued that could easily transfer to employee owned 

company
• Promotions made and new roles created in advance of conversion
• Of 13 current Studio Directors (Client Managers) only 1 was in a similar position 

before start of process
• Of 15 Associate Directors only 1 was in this role before start of process
• Interim Employee Council created well in advance of conversion to act as 

consultation body
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Stage 3 Implementation Plan
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• Management must manage the practice in accordance with the principles of 
the Practice Constitution

• The Constitution can only be amended and agreed by the Employee Council
• Management is held accountable against the Constitution by the Employee 

Council
• Employee Council can dismiss and appoint the Managing Director and Chair
• MD and Chair are free to create their own management structure and to 

decide how the practice is managed as long as it is in accordance with the 
Constitution

• Employee Council does not manage the practice

What are the essential elements of our structure?
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How does the financial model work?

• The practice was valued by an external financial adviser who came up with a 
range of values

• The practice was sold at the lowest end of the range
• The Employee Council were given access to the adviser to ask whatever 

questions they wanted on how the value was established
• The Employee Council were free to appoint independent financial and legal 

advice but chose not to
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How does the financial model work?

• We considered external funding for part of the purchase but decided that we did  
not want the restrictions that would be put on us by the banks

• Purchase of the 75% of the shares is via a deferred consideration schedule over 
an extended period of time (Tax Free)

• This looks quite like the pattern that would have occurred in the LLP
• The 25% of shares owned by the former LLP members are bought on retirement 

(Taxed)
• The aim is to make it affordable for the practice whilst at the same time leaving 

the previous owners no worse off than if the LLP continued
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Watch points for those considering employee ownership?

• Devise a structure that will work for your organisation
• Talk to other organisations but remember that you are unique
• Consult early and continuously with employees and explain everything
• Act on their input if sensible, explain why not if it isn’t
• Be open and honest about the issues and try to dispel cynicism
• Devise a structure that works for you
• Make structural changes in advance of conversion if possible
• Get good financial and legal advice from advisers who have done this before
• Take your time and do it well
• Don’t expect behaviour to change overnight…… it doesn’t
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Questions and Discussions

David Heslop
Managing Director

Alison McKerracher
HR Director

Helen O’Curry
Employee Director
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Thank you.  Enjoy the rest of the 

conference.

Look forward to seeing you at the Drinks 

Reception in the Kings Suite at 6:30pm.


